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ABSTRACT

Content addressable memory (CAM) for search and match operations demands high speed and low power for near real-time

decision-making across many critical domains. Resistive RAM-based in-memory computing has high potential in realizing an

efficient static CAM for artificial intelligence tasks, especially on resource-constrained platforms.

This paper presents an XNOR-based RRAM-CAM with a time-domain analog adder for efficient winning class computation.

The CAM compares two operands, one voltage and the second one resistance, and outputs a voltage proportional to the

similarity between the input query and the pre-stored patterns. Processing the summation of the output similarity voltages in

the time-domain helps avoid voltage saturation, variation, and noise dominating the analog voltage-based computing. After

that, to determine the winning class among the multiple classes, a digital realization is utilized to consider the class with the

longest pulse width as the winning class. As a demonstrator, hyperdimensional computing for efficient MNIST classification is

considered.

The proposed design uses 65nm CMOS foundry technology and realistic data for RRAM with total area of 0.0077 mm2,

consumes 13.6 pJ of energy per 1k query within 10 ns clock cycle for 10 classes. It shows a reduction of ∼ 31× in area and

∼ 3× in energy consumption compared to fully digital ASIC implementation using 65nm foundry technology. The proposed

design exhibits a remarkable reduction in area and energy compared to two of the state-of-the-art RRAM designs.

Introduction

Content addressable memory (CAM) is an attractive hardware solution for applications that significantly rely on high-speed

search, match, and retrieve operations1–4. Unlike conventional SRAM, that takes several cycles for a search operation, a CAM

directly performs the search within its pre-stored content in a parallel fashion with potential single cycle access, naturally

realizing in-memory computing (IMC). As demonstrated in Fig. 1a, a CAM takes an input query and compares it against

all stored patterns in a parallel manner, and returns the winning class. Several CAM architectures have been proposed in

the literature5, 6. The traditional CAM consists of an SRAM as the memory element, which holds the pre-stored encoded

data integrated with a comparator. Such design follows the pre-charge evaluate search process, which causes high power

consumption and area overhead7. If a single mismatch occurs, the match line (ML) will discharge, and it will only stay high

when all bits are matched.

As a consequence, IMC designs utilizing emerging non-volatile nano-devices for search and match operations are currently

widely explored, especially for resource-constrained platforms. Resistive-CAM implementations utilize logic gates for

Hamming distance computation. There are several family classifications of resistive memory-based designs depending on the

input/output data representations and the underlying computational operation. When both inputs are resistance type, usually

the design is used for content retrieval applications where both operands are stored in the memory3, 8, 9. While in case one

operand is voltage and being compared to the second operand stored as resistance, it will benefit real-time applications for

query where one vector (voltage) need to be matched with semi-static data (RRAM)1, 2, 10, 11. In this work, the focus is on the

voltage-resistance input operands representation.

Moreover, we are expanding on a static CAM cell design that depends on the XNOR/XOR gate that has been proposed by

our group and is suitable for search index2. It ensures a proper computational performance of a match/mismatch operation by

utilizing two memristor devices per cell as demonstrated in Fig. 1b. According to Fig. 1b, a match occurs when a low voltage,

logic ‘0’, is applied to high resistance ‘ROFF ’ so the other pair will receive high voltage, logic ‘1’, on its low resistance ‘RON’.

The produced output voltage will be high in this case. In comparison, a mismatch happens when low voltage is applied at a

high conductance terminal and/or vice versa. This is based on the truth table of an XNOR logic gate as in Fig. 1c. In this paper,

a multi-bit XNOR-based RRAM-CAM is utilized for Hamming distance CAM design. It is followed by an efficient analog
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Input
Voltage
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Pattern
(R, R)
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(Vxnor)

0 0 ‘ROFF ’ Match
0 1 ‘RON ’ Mismatch
1 0 ‘ROFF ’ Mismatch
1 1 ‘RON ’ Match

(c)

Figure 1. a Example of a computing system that naturally realizes in-memory search and match operations and determines the

winning class. b A schematic of a two-input memristor VR-XNOR cell where one operand is voltage (V , V ), and the second is

resistance (R, R). Vxnor is the output similarity voltage. The en configures the mode of operation of the XNOR cell. When en =

1 V, the cell is in write mode; otherwise, it will be in read mode. c Presents the associated XNOR Truth Table.

(a)

Control
Signal

Operational
Mode

Value (V)

a b
0 0 Search Vl = 0 & Vh = 0.6
0 1 Write Low Vl = -1 & Vh floating
1 0 Write High Vl floating & Vh = 1

(b)

Parameter Value

Vdd 0.6 V
Vdd−add 0.7 V
T 10 ns
Vxnor [0.03- 0.567] V
pw [0.45-3.55] ns
Exnor/bit 0.53 fJ
EV TC/bit 0.63 fJ
ETV C/bit 0.2 fJ
EWCL/class 92.6 fJ

(c)

Figure 2. a Proposed time-domain RRAM-CAM Hamming distance and winning class data-flow block. b Proposed Design

Operational Modes and Control Signals. c Proposed Architecture Design Parameters and Energy Consumption.

time-domain adder that is composed of voltage-to-time converters (VTC) and time-to-voltage converters (TVC). The design

uses brain inspired HDC computing as a demonstrator. In such classification application, input data is large and is compared

with a large amount of stored data in the associative memory simultaneously, where the inputs are in thousands of bits length.

This raises the demand for a high-density, low-power solution.

The proposed Hamming distance AM data-flow is shown in Fig. 2a. The flow starts by choosing the RRAM-CAM

operational mode by using a 2×2 crossbar switch to determine the voltages associated with each mode12. The XNOR-based

RRAM-CAM cell has two operational modes: write and search with the control signals and corresponding values of Vl , and

Vh presented in Fig. 2b. During the writing step, memristor devices storing logic ‘0’ (ROFF ) are programmed by applying

a negative voltage at its terminal while keeping it’s other pair floating. Then, a high programming voltage is applied to the

devices that shall store logic ‘1’ (RON) while the other devices are grounded. Hence, the writing mode takes two clock cycles.

It is worth mentioning that writing to the memristor devices occurs only once and stay constant throughout the lifetime of the

system. This is critical as RRAM has limited endurance and for IMC-CAM application there is no need to do many writes.

When search mode is activated, the received input passes through the flip-flops to the analog MUX at each clock cycle. The

analog MUX then passes a pair of high (Vh) and low (Vl) output voltages for each input bit from the sequence based on the

input signal logic. The (Vh) and (Vl) are selected to be less than the write voltage of the RRAM cell to ensure minimum state
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Figure 3. Circuit designs of the proposed RRAM-based CAM, analog time-domain adder and winning class logic. (a) 16-bit

XNOR-based RRAM, (b) proposed VTC circuit, (c) TVC circuit and (d) digital winning class logic

disturbance to the stored value. Moreover, the direction of the current through these RRAM devices changes depending on the

input sequence and hence, can adjust any small shift in the programmed value which might be caused by the search operation.

These pairs of voltages now serve as the first input operand to the XNOR-based RRAM-CAM that stores the second input

operand as pairs of resistance values. The output voltage from each column reflects the similarity between the input query and

stored data. Each column output voltage in the crossbar is converted to a time-domain pulse using VTC to be added with other

output voltages from other arrays. The produced pulse widths will be combined in time-domain and then passed to a digital

logic circuit to determine the winning class with the longest pulse width. In the following subsections, a detailed discussion of

the proposed circuits is presented.

Results

XNOR-based RRAM

Figure 3a shows the 16-bit XNOR-based RRAM cell. Programming the RRAM devices to ‘ROFF ’, and ‘RON’ occurs only

once through writing mode. The NMOS transistor acts as a switch that is ON during programming phase to ensure a path to

ground, and OFF during search phase. During search mode, the value of Vin enables either an output of high voltage out or low

voltage out using analog MUX. When Vin=0, out=Vl and out=Vh. On the other hand, when Vin=1, out=Vh and out=Vl . Assume

that out is connected to ‘RON’ whereas out is connected to ‘ROFF ’. This means that when Vin=1, both inputs of voltage and

resistance are matched resulting in an output voltage Vxnor=1 to realize an XNOR operation.

The 16-bit XNOR-based RRAM is designed and implemented in 65 nm CMOS technology with supply voltage Vdd=0.6

V, Vl=0 V and Vh=0.6 V, and resistance values ‘RON’=50 kΩ and ‘ROFF ’=1 MΩ. It is worth noting that the simulations’

values were chosen based on reported real devices that can achieve acceptable noise margin and distinction between matching

and mismatching cases13. Figure 4a shows the output voltage level of 16-bit XNOR-based RRAM versus the number of

matching-inputs XNOR cells. As the number of matching-input cells increases, Vxnor increases linearly. The value of Vxnor

increases by ∼ 30 mV per one matching cell. Note that when all inputs mismatch, Vxnor=30 mV, whereas it reaches the

maximum voltage of 0.567 V when all 16 XNOR cells are input-matched. However, adding more XNOR cells saturates the

output Vxnor and will not reflect the matching inputs’ correct similarity. One possible way to address the voltage saturation issue

is to operate the XNOR-based RRAM cells at a higher supply voltage that grants a larger number of bits. For example, if Vh and

Vdd are increased to 1.2 V, the number of XNOR-based RRAM cells can be expanded to up to 32. Nonetheless, such a method

adds significant power overhead to the design. Hence, a more efficient approach is to split the large XNOR-based RRAM array

into K smaller blocks14. For instance, the 32-bit RRAM cells are divided into two 16-bit cells while operating at lower Vdd

that guarantees power saving. The drawback comes again when the output voltages of the K XNOR-based RRAM blocks

saturates. In this paper, we propose a time-domain adder with analog inputs using a novel VTC discussed in the following

section. Processing in the time-domain has several advantages over the voltage-domain. Both time and capacitance scale better

with technology than voltage. Besides, processing in the time-domain will have less variations and high noise immunity, unlike

in the analog-domain where the signal-to-noise ratio is degraded due to voltage scaling15.
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Figure 4. a Similarity output voltage Vxnor versus the number of matching inputs for 16-bit XNOR-based RRAM at Vdd=0.6 V.

b Modulated pulse width signal pw scales linearly with the similarity output voltage Vxnor at Vdd−add=0.7 V. c Modulated pulse

width signals pw0 nd pw1 are converted to Vacc via TVC for a 32-bit XNOR-based RRAM divided into two 16-bit XNOR

blocks. Each pulse width corresponds to number of matching-inputs XNOR cells. The minimum pulse width corresponds to all

mismatching inputs and the maximum pulse width means 16 matching inputs XNOR cells.

Time-based Analog Adder
The proposed time-domain adder consists of two blocks: VTC and TVC. The VTC circuit will convert Vxnor to a modulated

pulse width signal pw. Then, the TVC adds up all the modulated pulse width signals from the K 16-bit XNOR-based RRAM

and converts them into a single accumulated voltage Vacc which can then be transformed again to time via VTC and the final

stage will use time-to-voltage converter to get the corresponding final pulse width.

The proposed VTC circuit, shown in Fig. 3b, is implemented and simulated in 65 nm CMOS technology at a supply voltage

level Vdd−add=0.7 V and a frequency of 100 MHz. Pass gates replace both S1 and S3, whereas NMOS and PMOS transistors,

respectively, replace S2 and S4. The current source is implemented using an NMOS transistor that operates in the saturation

region.

Figure 3b shows the block diagram of the proposed VTC circuit design. It consists of a sampling circuit, an inverter, and a

current source. The Vxnor voltage is the VTC’s input converted to a pw signal. In order to achieve voltage-to-time conversion,

the VTC has two operating phases: sample and evaluate. During the sampling phase: S1 and S4 turn on when the clock clk

is logic high and S2 and S3 are off when the inverted clock clkb is logic low. The capacitor C1 is precharged with a voltage

Vc equals to the input voltage value Vxnor. The capacitor C2 is charged with a voltage Vx equals to the supply voltage Vdd−add .

During the evaluation phase: S1 and S4 turn off when the clock clk=0 and S2 and S3 turn on when clkb=1. The node Vc is

coupled to Vx.The initial charge across the capacitors is Qi=VxnorC1+Vdd−addC2. Due to the potential difference between C1 and

C2, the charges are shared among them. Consequently, the current flows from C2 to C1 causing a voltage pump on Vc. Then, it

starts discharging through the current source I till it reaches the switching point of the inverter Vsp resulting in a final charge

Q f =Vsp(C1 +C2). After that, the inverter pulls up the delayed output voltage Vout . The time it takes to discharge Vx to the

inverter’s switching point voltage to switch from low to high is referred to as time delay td . This time delay, given in Eq. 1,

depends on four main parameters: voltage values of Vdd−add and Vxnor, voltage value of Vsp, capacitors’ size of C1 and C2 and

the average current Iavg until it is discharged.

td =
Qi −Q f

Iavg

=
C1Vxnor +C2Vdd−add −Vsp(C1 +C2)

Iavg

(1)

The inverter chain whose output Vout−b is ANDED with clk to generate pw. The Vsp value is set by the aspect ratio of pmos and

nmos transistors of the inverter. The Iavg value depends on the amount of charges stored in the capacitors which varies linearly

with Vxnor given that Vdd−add is fixed. Thus, td has a linear relationship with Vxnor. Figure 4b shows pw versus Vxnor. Note that

pw scales linearly with Vxnor, and it has a gain of 3.55 ns/V and power consumption of 1.1µW.

After that, the output from the K VTC blocks, pwk, is sent to the TVC circuit to generate the accumulated voltage level

Vacc that corresponds to a single class set. Figure 3c shows the TVC circuit diagram with two inputs pw0 and pw1 as a simple
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(a) (b)

Figure 5. a Output waveform of the proposed block using 32-bit XNOR-based RRAM divided into two 16-bit XNOR RRAM.

Each 16-bit XNOR RRAM is followed by VTC, TVC and TVC. One 16-bit XNOR RRAM with 3 matching-inputs cells and

the second is with 16 matching-inputs cells. b Output waveforms of the proposed WCL block. It shows that pwacc−c1 has a

wider pulse width compared to pwacc−c2. As a consequence, it is determined as the winning class with WC1 = 0.7V and WC2

= 0V.

example. The pw0 and pw1 represent the modulated pulse width signals from the 1st and 2nd 16-bit XNOR-based RRAM cells,

respectively. The inverted modulated signals pwb0 and pwb1 are connected to the gate of the PMOS transistors M1 and M2

whose sources are Vdd−add and sizes are same. When M1 and/or M2 are on whereas M3 is off, M1 and M2 conducts an electrical

current Ids rising the accumulated voltage across the capacitor C (C represented by the capacitor in the VTC circuit that is

needed for the WCL as shown in Fig. 3c). This voltage is linearly proportional to pw0 and pw1 as given in Eq. 2. As long as

M3 is off, C keeps holding Vacc even when M1 and/or M2 are off. Once M3 turns on when clkb = 1, the capacitor discharges its

voltage to 0 V.

Vacc =
Ids

C
(pw0 + pw1) (2)

The circuit can be designed to support the K number of pw as long as Vacc does not saturate. Figure 4c depicts the output

waveform of the time-domain analog adder for 32-bit XNOR-based RRAM divided into two 16-bit XNOR blocks. Figure 5a

depicts the simulation result of the proposed architecture using 32-bit XNOR-based RRAM except for the WCL. As shown in

the figure, the time-domain analog adder operates at the positive edge clock cycle where the VTC generates pw and then the

TVC adds the voltage Vacc. At the negative-edge clock cycle, Pacc is generated using a VTC to provide the WCL.

It should be noted that although the main characteristic of HDC is its robustness to the faults associated with the computa-

tional substrates on which it is executed16, variations in the TVC values could pose a challenge due to the small noise margin

between successively combined pulse widths. However, this can be easily addressed by reducing the number of combined pulse

widths and/or increasing the voltage supply to increase the margin.

Winning Class Logic (WCL)

In order to determine the winning class, which is reflected by the maximum accumulated voltage among the multiple voltages

of the different classes, a digital implementation of WCL is utilized. All the accumulated voltages from the different classes are

converted to the modulated pulse width signals pwacc−cn (c is the class set and n corresponds to its number) using the VTC

circuit and then fed to the WCL. Figure 3d depicted the circuit diagram of the WCL for two classes as a simple example. The

circuit can be expanded according to the number of classes. As shown in Fig. 3d, to determine the maximum pulse width pwmax

among the two different pulse widths from two different classes pwacc−c1 and pwacc−c2, an OR gate is utilized. Then, pwmax is

connected to the D flip-flop (DFF) clock. At the negative edge of pwmax, DFF will compare between pwmax and pwacc−c1 and

pwacc−c2 to generate the winning class logic high while the other one remains logic low. Figure 5b shows the simulation results
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Figure 6. Typical HDC modules consisting of encoding and comparison. In the encoding stage, addition, multiplication, and

cyclic-shifting are used to generate a single representation of hypervectors from the same class. Then encoded data is stored in

the AM. During the inference phase, encoded input is applied to the AM to evaluate the closest HD class vector using the

appropriate similarity metrics.

Figure 7. Detailed full hierarchy of the mixed-signal XNOR-based RRAM-CAM for HDC classification showing in a) the 64

blocks of the divided query hypervector 10×16 arrays having VTC at the end of each row, then followed by b) time-based

analog adder to combine entries class-wise from corresponding arrays, and eventually in c) the winning class logic to decide

upon the winner.

of the WCL block for two different classes. The signal pwacc−c1 for class 1 has a wider pulse width compared to the signal

pwacc−c2 for class 2. This means that class 1 has a higher input similarity and hence is the winning class. Figure 2c summarizes

design parameters and the energy consumption of the proposed RRAM-CAM Hamming distance architecture.

Hyperdimensional Computing Architecture Demonstrator

Brain-inspired architectures are promising as they provide the merge between memory and processing, which causes to achieve

impressive computational efficiency and performance at a small power consumption cost in IMC designs2, 14, 17.

HD computing is inspired by the dimensionality expansion of information processing happening in the human nervous

system. The further we go from the sensors, the more abstract levels of information representation are available18, 19. Also,

HDC can perform approximate computations instead of exact due to the neuron’s holographic representation where the bit

value is independent of its position, unlike conventional computing18.

Due to the brain’s large size, the neural activity is represented in an abstract form and consequently in thousands of

dimension, hyperdimensional (HD) vectors such as d = 1k, where d is the dimensionality assumed for the HD vectors. As

shown in Fig. 6, the HDC consists of two main modules: encoding and comparison. During encoding, the input data is

manipulated by multiplication (binding), addition (bundling), and shifting (permutation) to transform the input to an HD vector.

Also, all vectors from the same class are summed up together to generate a single representation. After that, each class’s single

encoded patterns are stored in a memory for comparison during the inference phase. Throughout inference, the encoded HD

query data is compared against the encoded class. The class with the least Hamming distance will be the winner. HDC can be

utilized for 1D applications in language and voice recognition20, 21 and in biomedical domains22. Also, it can be extended to 2D

applications such as in visual question answering and medical image classification23, 24.

A typical binary image data set goes through the following steps during the encoding/ training phase for supervised

classification using orthogonal encoding as in25. The functionality of this module was verified in MATLAB19.
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1. Create an independent, identical distribution (i.i.d) random HD vectors for pixel sequence representation and store

them in a memory called item memory (IM). The memory size depends on the dimensions of the image and the chosen

dimension (d) of the HD vector. For example, in the MNIST data set with an image dimension of 28×28 and d = 1k, the

size of the IM will be 784×1k. The values in the IM are fixed over the lifetime of the device/system using it. This is

similar to the fixed CNN weights post-training.

2. Shift the corresponding HD vector for each pixel in the input image depending on its intensity.

3. Aggregate all pixel-value HD vectors to generate a single HD vector representation for the image.

4. Perform majority sum of the representation by adding the shifted array values column-wise and thresholding the output

to binarize the HD vector .

5. Compare the 1D encoded binary vector to the stored representations (classes) in the associative memory (AM) through

the Hamming distance computations.

6. Compute the winning classification class.

In our design, the encoded HD vectors are mapped into memristor conductance where ‘1’ is mapped to GON and ‘0’ to

GOFF . Transfer the values into the XNOR-based RRAM-CAM array by applying specific voltage pulse to tune the conductance

values.

Experimental Section

Proposed Mixed-Signal XNOR-based RRAM-CAM for HDC Classification
There are several CAM/TCAM designs reported in the literature with different structures and operational processes. For

example, authors in26 are proposing the usage of 2T2MR-CMOL (CMOS+Molecular) architecture to increase density and

reduce energy consumption along with a novel scheduling method. While in1, authors proposed multi-level memory cells

in the design of CAM-based reconfigurable architecture. Each cell consists of a 6T2R structure to represent the three bits

with two search lines (SL) and one ML. The basic cell was proposed by11 where both operands are analog values. The

two memristor branches set the upper and lower bounds of an interval. There are two discharging paths: one to indicate a

mismatch and discharges the ML to the ground, and the other path from the high SL to the low SL indicating a match since

the ML stayed high. Area and energy savings were improved at the expense of increased latency by less than 20% due to

digital-to-analog conversions. Another type of AM is RASSA with a 2T1R bitcells structure and depends on discharging the

ML which consumes a lot of power4. The outputs of RASSA are locations on the reference input sequence, where alignment

may result in a high score. Other non-volatile devices have been utilized, such as ferroelectric10, where their proposed CAM

can store 3 bits in a cell using one FeFET and three FinFETs per cell. In addition, researchers in27 presented a PCM-based

in-memory hyperdimensional computing (HDC) inference through dot-product operation. During the search operation, two

crossbars are required, one to hold the data and the other to hold its complement. The part of the query hypervector is combined

individually with the corresponding parts from each class by a series of AND gate arrays. Then, the resulting subvectors are fed

to a series of binary adder trees, which outputs a 10-bit number representing the number of logical ‘1’ elements of the AND

result per each class. These outputs are then class-wise accumulated in parallel inside the sum buffer over a period of 10 cycles.

After iterating through all the partitions, a winner-take-all (WTA) circuit residing at the output of the sum buffer compares the

accumulated values and outputs the index of the class with maximum accumulated value as the predicted index. Furthermore,

the aforementioned prior TCAM/ACAM designs work on a two-phase-search (pre-charge) principle and incur high energy and

latency overheads. Thus, CAM with computational operations based on designing static architectures for search and match are

required. In28, the authors proposed to perform the Hamming distance calculations based on dot product operations between

the input voltages and the stored conductance patterns. In such an arrangement, the only case significantly contributing to the

output current is the 1 1 matching case, as demonstrated. The mismatch case 1 0 contributes slightly to the matching output

current. Also, the other two cases subtract from the output since the current is flowing in the opposite direction. Hence, the

logic of Hamming distance operation can be challenging with such an approach. As a consequence, we expanded on a static,

memristor-based XNOR-CAM presented in2.

In order to accommodate the hypervectors of d = 1k for MNIST classification on the HDC paradigm, the RRAM-CAM

is divided into 64 blocks each of 10×16 as demonstrated in Fig. 7 a). The sub-array has ten rows for the 10 MNIST classes

and can tolerate 16 pairs of data with a noise margin of 30mV. Resistance values of 1MΩ and 50kΩ for ‘ROFF ’ and ‘RON’,

respectively, are adopted in the design and taken from real electric characterizations. A VTC follows each 10×16 array to

produce an output pulse representing the similarity between each of the 16 query pairs across the ten classes. All circuits were

designed in 65 nm CMOS foundry. After that, output pulse widths from 4 blocks are combined through the time-to-voltage
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Figure 8. Sequential implementation for the digital hyperdimensional associative memory. The design includes the following

modules: a) array of memory cells (MC) of size 1k×10, where 1k bits is the assumed vector dimension, and 10 is the number

of stored classes. b) An array of 1024 XOR gates, c) a tree adder, and d) a comparator.

Table 1. Energy and Area Metrics of Our Proposed Design Compared to References Normalized to: 65 nm, d = 1k, and 10

Classes.

Metrics Ref[27] Ref[14] This work

Total Area (mm2) 0.0343
D-HAM R-HAM A-HAM

0.1723 0.1230 0.0574

Proposed D-HAM

0.0077 0.237

Energy per query (1k) (pJ) 579.1
D-HAM R-HAM A-HAM

61.546 12.589 *

Proposed D-HAM

13.6 42.9

interface shown in Fig. 7 b). This is followed by another two combining stages in order to produce a single pulse for each class.

Then, the ten pulse widths are passed to a winning class logic module, where each pulse corresponds to a single class set that

consists of 4 OR gates and ten flip-flops to generate the winning class by determining the class with the longest pulse width as

illustrated in Fig. 7 c). Details of the individual design components are thoroughly discussed in Section Results. In order to

evaluate the advantages of the proposed implementation of the proposed design, we compare it with other works in terms of

area and energy. The estimated area calculation for the RRAM-based CAM is based on a fabricated full-pitch width of 400-nm

from29. The full CAM is divided into 64 blocks, each with a dimension of 10×16. Remember that 16 pairs of memristors mean

32 devices. This occupies an area of [64 × (400 nm × 16 × 2) × (400 nm × 10)] = 0.0032768 mm2 that will accommodate

1024 bits. The measured area for the VTC, TVC, MUXES, and winning class logic through cadence was 0.0047 mm2 in 65nm

CMOS technology. As a result, the proposed design’s total area is 0.0077 mm2. Table 1 demonstrates the comparison between

the main designs in the literature and the work presented in this paper. Area scaling was obtained through30.

Energy for the proposed design is estimated from Cadence spice simulation for all components from Fig. 2c = 13.6 pJ. The

activity factor for the RRAM crossbar is 0.5 since the distances from any arbitrary chosen HD-vector to another one is around

0.5 normalized Hamming distance18. While the activity factor for the other circuits of VTC, TVC, and WCL is 1 since they are

dynamic, charge and discharge in very cycle. It is worth mentioning that the write time and energy were not included in the

reported values as they occur only once and the values are then fixed throughout the lifetime of the device. Also, the compute

voltage for the RRAM-CAM crossbar is below the write voltage of the devices to eliminate any state disturb.

Results show a remarkable reduction in area and energy compared to the state-of-the-art RRAM designs. *Energy for the

Analog-HAM design reported in14 was not included in the Table as no reliable data can be extracted on energy. For example,

compared to the PCM-based AM in27, our design exhibits a ∼ 4.5× reduction in area and ∼ 42.6× lower energy consumption.
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Figure 9. The layout of the ASIC-flow design for the digital AM. It includes the chip area utilization and the critical path.

ASIC Hyperdimensional Associative Memory

Digital ASIC hyperdimensional AM is implemented using 65nm CMOS foundry technology and a proven tape-out design flow

based on Synopsys tool suites, including ICC2. Figure 8 illustrates the block diagram of the digital ASIC hyperdimensional

AM. It consists of an array of (P×d) latches or storage elements, where P refers to the number of prototype classes and d to

the HD vector dimension. A vector of 1024 XOR gates to perform the comparison between the encoded input and pre-stored

encoded data. The tree of binary adders consists of adders’ stages and has a depth of log2 d. In each stage j, where j ranges

from [1, log d], the adder’s width is j bits, and the number of adders involved in the addition operation is d j/2. For example,

to sum the number of ones in a 1k bits vector, the first stage deploys 512 bit-wise adders, while the second stage has 256

2-bits adders. The tree adders eventually result in a 10-bit output that depicts the number of ones in the vector. The adders’

output contains the value of Hamming distance between the query HD vector and the corresponding stored HD class in that

row. A digital comparator is used to find the minimum Hamming distance value received from the tree adders. Detailed place

and route design for the 1k vector dimension is implemented. The design structure is scalable and can be extended to higher

dimensions. The area for digital hyperdimensional associative memory configured for P =10 and d = 1024. That requires the

array of storage elements to be of dimension 10×1024 along with XOR row of 1024 gates, 1022 number of adders, and a

comparator of 10 bits. Using a sequential design to compute the Hamming distance that shares the same resources of XOR

gates and comparators results in O(nclasses) of time complexity that depends on the number of available classes. So for the case

of MNIST classification with 10 output classes; O(nclasses) = 10 cycles. Sharing resources take advantage of reducing the area

at the cost of a long clock cycle.

The ASIC design for 65% area utilization results in a total area of 0.237 mm2, while the energy reported for the 1k query

search and Vdd = 1.08 V is 42.9 pJ with a cycle time of 10ns (100Mhz). The data is reported using a regular threshold voltage

CMOS transistor. The chip layout and the critical path are depicted in Fig. 9. So far, the state-of-the-art ASIC implementation

for Hamming distance in HDC21, 31, 32 counts the number of match/mismatch using a binary counter that passes through all

vector elements. Though this implementation seems hardware friendly, the latency overhead would reach a time complexity of

O(d) cycles. Referring to Table 1, a reduction of ∼ 31×, ∼ 3× in area and energy is obtained when utilizing the proposed

XNOR-based RRAM-CAM with time-domain analog adder instead of the digital ASIC counterpart.

Conclusion

In this paper, an XNOR-based RRAM-CAM with a time-domain analog adder for efficient winning class computation is

proposed. The design consists of three main blocks: XNOR-based RRAM-CAM, time-domain adder, and a winning class

logic. The CAM takes one operand in voltage and the second in resistance and outputs a voltage proportional to the similarity

between the input query and pre-stored patterns. The output voltage of XNOR is translated into pulse width via VTCs and

TVCs. Eventually, to determine the winning class among the multiple classes, the digital block is utilized to consider the
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class with the longest pulse width as the winner. Many critical domain applications require fast search engines with high

performance to processes large amounts of input queries. Hence, HDC for efficient MNIST classification is considered as it

requires performing a search in thousands of bits query length.

The proposed mixed-signal XNOR-based RRAM-CAM approach for HDC classification provides a significant savings of

∼ 31×, ∼ 3× in area and energy respectively compared to the digital ASIC approach. Also, the proposed design exhibits a

remarkable reduction in area and energy compared to the state-of-the-art RRAM designs.

In the future, efforts will focus on implementing the encoding process consisting of addition, multiplication, and cyclic

shifting operations using hardware-based IMC designs. This will pave the way to implementing efficient solutions compared to

current approaches.
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